
Release Notes for Version 7.0.8045 
App Feature Type Comments Settings/Required Changes 

SPOT Credit Cards Fix Credit card payments that have been declined more than once are 
showing multiple times in the Payment Exceptions screen. 

 

SPOT Credit Cards Fix Fixed a rare problem that could cause processing a credit card batch 
to hang. 

 

SPOT Email Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like the email open A/R invoices 
feature to provide an option to send the email to only the 
master email address 

When emailing open A/R invoices from an A/R Sub SPOT will now 
ask whether to use the Sub account's or Master account's email 
address. 

 

SPOT Markin Fix Fixed possible errors when changing an order's promised date 
while Store > Production Settings > Production Promised Date 
Tracks Promised Date is enabled. 

 

SPOT Notification Center Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

The Locker Pickups tab in Notification Center now handles bag 
scans from unidentified customers. 

 

SPOT Order View Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like to assign an invoice to a locker 
bank during Detail and in Order View 
The ability to manually assign an invoice to a locker bank has been 
added to Order View in SPOT. 

 

SPOT Printing Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like the invoice/receipt template to 
include 'Total Savings' 
Added DiscountCouponAdjustment to the available data nodes on 
Receipt templates. The value is the sum of discounts, coupons, and 
adjustments across all invoices covered by the receipt. 

 

SPOT Reports Fix Fixed the Delivery Comparison Report as it was evaluating week 1 in 
a possibly much larger range that 1 week. 

 

SPOT Search Fix Reverted changes meant to prevent certain customers from 
appearing twice in searches as those changes were causing some 
customers to not appear in searches at all.  

 

SPOT Security Fix Fixed "Cashier > Use Credit Card Transactions View" activity right 
working in reverse; and added a message explaining what happened 
if the user doesn't have the right. 

 

SPOT SMS Fix As a SPOT user, I would like the SMS Notifier for Post-Process 
Interceptors to support special accent non-English characters 
Fixed SPOT SMS service to handle characters from languages other 
than English more reliably. 

 

SPOT SMS Fix Fixed an error in SMS - Validate Phone Numbers. 
 

Data Exports General Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

Data Export Service A can now use NodeKey instead of 
NodeNumber for the store number for each export record type 

USENODEKEY special option in service 
settings 



SPOT API General New Feature As a SPOT API user I need documentation 
Created a documented Postman collection for the SPOT API to 
serve as a future replacement for the current API documentation. 

 

SPOT Scheduler General Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

As SPOT, we would like 5 new locker events (for email and 
SMS) 

"Locker Bag Collected Email", "Locker Bag Collected SMS", "Locker 
Order Delivered Email", "Locker Order Delivered SMS", "Locker 
Order Moved Email", "Locker Order Moved SMS", "Locker Order 
Present Email", "Locker Order Present SMS", "Locker Order 
Returned Email", "Locker Order Returned SMS" have been added 
as task types in SPOT Scheduler Service. These task types can only 
be used in conjunction with the latest RouteTrac app. 

 

SPOT Scheduler General Fix Order Ready email and SMS notifications were not showing all 
locker locations 

 

 


